BOUNDLESS
ARIZONA’S SUPER LAND-GRANT UNIVERSITY IN ACTION

WE ASK BIGGER
QUESTIONS
In a world that is constantly changing and
growing we face some tough challenges. How
do we feed 10 billion people? How do we
sustain our water and energy? Will we collide
with an asteroid? Questions like these launch
missions to Mars, build cyberinfrastructure
to map the tree of life, establish technology
parks, and improve traditional CPR. When we
ask bigger questions, we get better answers.

UA STRATEGIC PLAN IN ACTION
“Never Settle,” the vehicle that drives our action, is built on four pillars:
engaging, innovating, partnering, and synergy.

ENGAGING
To graduate students prepared to lead
productive lives and confidently pursue
their passions, we provide cutting-edge
teaching and real-world opportunities.

KEY STRATEGIES:
 Recruit > retain > graduate > career
 Provide a dynamic educational
experience
 Sustain an environment of 100%
engagement

INNOVATING
To stimulate creative inquiry that will
solve grand challenges, we team up across
disciplines, attract new resources, and
constantly think in new ways.

KEY STRATEGIES:
 Promote our core strengths to address
grand challenges
 Collaborate beyond disciplinary boundaries
to increase local-to-global impact
 Improve institutional infrastructure to speed
discovery, knowledge, and application

PARTNERING

SYNERGY

To help Arizona thrive, we establish local and
global entrepreneurial partnerships, launch
new technology, and scale operations that
enrich the quality of life.

To achieve our ambitious goals, we align
across disciplines, leverage efficiencies, and
seek new resources, which frees us to think
beyond traditional boundaries.

KEY STRATEGIES:

KEY STRATEGIES:

 Expand our 21st century super
land-grant mission

 Redesign collaboration and
interdisciplinarity

 Align our output with workforce and
knowledge needs

 Optimize campus resources and
virtual reach

 Develop, expand, and maintain critical
strategic partnerships

 Develop new sources of revenue
and leverage fundraising capacity

OUR VISION
Through cross-cutting innovations distinctive
to the University of Arizona, we will expand
the student experience through engagement,
advance knowledge through innovations in
creative inquiry and collaboration, and forge
novel partnerships to positively impact our
community.
Ann Weaver Hart, President

OUR IMPACT
FAST FACTS
Visit the UA online Impact
Map to see our economic
impact in action, including
data sources and dates.
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